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Abstract
Locative Media while relatively newly distinct as an artform has a rich hybrid 
history that threads together elements of literature, performance art, 
experimental cinema and the artform(s) previously known as new media. 
Equally it contains influences from the development of mobile telephony and 
portable media playback devices and the cultures that surround the use and 
rapid technical transformation of those technologies. All this in the context of 
shifting ideas around the meaning of place and history particularly as lived at 
daily street level.
The works presented for this thesis in combination with this text represent a 
long ongoing research trajectory exploring the development of models of 
poetic narrative in locative media. Using keys ideas from semiotics, expanded 
cinema and urban geography it uses a portfolio of works across many forms 
to examine how the combination of media and location create narrative.
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works as follows:
a) Three short video works. Flight Recorder (2005), Flags of 
Convenience (2009) and Mathematics (2010)
b) Documentation of three Locative Works and two developmental pieces.
Go This Way (2004), iWall (2006), Thumb Candy (2007) and Orbital
(2010)
c) Documentation and selected source material from five Live AV 
performances. Supernatural (2004), Homepage (2007), Sound of 
Failure (2008), The Field (2009), Headwater (2010).
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